
This Is Too Good to Be True

Bro'Sis

This is to good to be - uuuuh, yeah-e-yeah-e-yeah
yeah-e-he-he-he - waitin' for you - aah-ha-aah - yeah-e-yeah-e-
yeah

When you walk through the park - all alone with your thoughts -
 can you
do that without any doubt
are they wasting their time - can you say that they're right - 
when they
judge bout your words and your mind
you can see in my eyes - just look into my eyes -
there's no truth in these lies - there ain't no truth in lies
this is too good - this is too good to be true

Refrain:
This is too good to be true - too good to be true
when you're talking about - what I'm talking about
there's just one thing left to do - one thing... - this is too 
good to be true

When they look in your heart - tell me what do they see - what 
do they see
got no sense for your reality - so don't be afraid bout this mo
ment we've
made - there's only one thing left to do
you can see in my eyes - just look into my eyes
there's no truth in these lies - there ain't no truth in lies
this is too good - this is too good to be true

Refrain

I found my strength - I found my strength - but in the end it's
 up to you
there's only one thing that is left to say:
I gotta go my own way! - i gotta go my own way - Hey-yeah
gotta go my own way..... - yeah-e-yeah

Starting with just - wanting to touch - ending this silent game
 - silent game
Oh-ho - this is too much - oh-ho - starting to trust
we all feel the same - yeah-h-yeah-yeah-h-yeah
Now you know what to do - now you know what to do
suddenly I do too - suddenly I do to
Feels too good - it's just you and me -
to be - this feels unreal that way - this is too good to be - t
o be true

Refrain
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